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We provide a general theoretical framework to prove greedy results for the optimal cost flow 
problem. We also draw the border line to problems where greedy is not valid. In some cases 
polymatroid explanations can be given for the greedy behaviour. 
I. Introduction 
A directed graph G=(V,E)  is given by a finite vertex set V and an edge set 
EC V× V. We choose two distinct vertices e  Vand t~ Vthat we consider as source 
and sink respectively. 
A path (from s to t) is a sequence of distinct edges 
(s, xl ), (xl, Xz) ..... (Xr- j, Xr), (Xr, t) for some r. 
Denote by P the set of all such paths. For an edge eeE let PeCP be the set of 
paths passing through this edge. 
With every edge e~E we associate a nonnegative integer capacity b e and an 
arbitrary positive cost c e. For a path p e P the capacity and cost is defined by 
bp = min be, (1) 
e~p 
cr= ~ ce, (2) 
eEp 
respectively. Then the problem of finding a cost optimal flow can be defined as 
follows. 
max ~ cbxp, 
pC P 
subject to ~ xp<be all e~E, (3) 
p~ P,. 
Xp~O, integer. 
In this paper series-parallel networks will play an important role. A (two terminal) 
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series-parallel graph is a graph with source and sink, which is defined as follows: 
(i) A single edge (u, o) is a series-parallel graph with source u and sink o. 
(ii) If SI and $2 are series-parallel graphs, so is the graph obtained by either of 
the following operations: 
(a) Parallel composition: identify the source of Sj with the source of $2 and 
the sink of Sl with the sink of $2. 
(b) Series composition: identify the sink of S l with the source of $2. 
The construction process of series-parallel graphs along their recursive definition 
may be represented by binary trees which are called decomposition trees. In a 
decomposition tree the edges of the graph are represented by the leaves of the tree. 
The inner nodes of the tree are labelled by S indicating a series composition or P 
indicating a parallel composition. Furthermore ach subtree in the decomposition 
tree corresponds to a series-parallel subgraph. 
In Fig. 1 an example of a series-parallel graph together with its decomposition tree 
is shown. Another example for a series-parallel graph is an intree with additional 
edges from a source to all leaves. Its decomposition tree has the property that in 
each series composition at least one of the subgraphs is a single edge (see Fig. 2). 
A third example are outerplanar graphs, which have the property that there are 
single edges in parallel compositions rather than series compositions. Outerplanar 
graphs have been dealt with in [3]. 
Valdes, Tarjan and Lawler [10] gave a linear algorithm to check whether a given 
graph is series-parallel and to construct its decomposition tree in that case. For that 
reason we assume that series-parallel graphs are given by their decomposition tree. 
Bein, Brucker and Tamir [2] have shown that if the graph is series parallel 
problem (3) can be solved by the greedy algorithm which in this case is identical with 
o 
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the augmenting path method. In this paper the same result will be derived by 
demonstrating that series composition and parallel composition preserves the 
property that the problem can be solved by the greedy algorithm. This leads to an 
algorithm which is different from the augmenting path method. The results are 
derived within a more general framework of linear programming interesting in its 
own right which will be discussed in the next section. Other linear programs for 
which greedy algorithms succeed are described in an excellent survey paper by 
Hoffman [8]. 
Applications of these concepts to tree structures are discussed in the last section. 
Furthermore we also show that these structures are polymatroidal in contrast o the 
series-parallel case. 
2. Constructions preserving reedy 
Let B= { 1 .. . . .  r} be a finite set. We consider the following linear program 
max ~ cixi, 
i cB  
subject to ~ xi<-b(S) VSe2 ~, (4) 
i eS  
xi_ > 0, integer 
where ci are positive real numbers and b is an integer-valued set function on 2 B. 
In almost all applications there will only be restrictions for a comparatively small 
subset system .'~'C 2 B with Ur~g T=B. In this case it is possible to formally extend 
b to the entire power set. We define this 'minimal extension' by 
/~(S) = min l ~~:4 b(T)I,'~c.¢~,Sc r~U,4 TI 
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and consider (4) with right side/~. Denote the feasible region of this program by P 
and let F be the feasible region of the original program. 
The following lemma shows that both problems are equivalent. 
Lemma 1. F=F.  
Proof. Let x e F and S ~ 2 •. Then there is a collection ~ C i,/such that 
b(S)= ~ b(T) and SC [..J T=S' .  
We have 
xi< ~ xi < ~ b(T )=6(S) ,  
i~S i~S" 1-~ ~1 
SO XE/~'. 
Conversely let x~P.  Then let S~.? /and we have 
~, x i < ~(S) <_ b(S) 
t~S 
and soxeF .  F] 
Now we consider Algorithm 1 which is called the greedy algorithm. In this 
algorithm F is the feasible set of (4) and e i denotes the i-th unit vector. 
Algorithm 1 
I. For all i e B do x,: = 0; 
2. While there exists an i ~ B with x + e i E F do 
Begin 
3. l :={ i~BIx+e i~F};  
4. c j :=max{c i l i~ l} ;  
5. t: =max{a]x+ae j~F};  
6. x: = x + gej 
End 
Unfortunately the greedy algorithm which can be regarded as a combinatorial 
analogon to gradient methods in continuous optimization does not always solve (4). 
We are interested in constructing cases in which greedy is valid. 
Consider the following two distinct problems. 
max ~ C iX  i 
s.t. ~ x i<b l (S )  VS~2 p, (5) 
tES 
x,~ O, integer 
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and 
max ~ djyj, 
jEQ 
s.t. ~] yj<<-b2(T) VTe2 Q, (6) 
jET 
yj_>0, integer, 
where P={I  ..... r} and Q={I  ..... s}. 
Furthermore, let .~ and P be optimal greedy solutions. We then set 
t*=min[  ~ .~i, ,P J~o 2f f J l  (7) 
and consider the new problems (8) and (9) which correspond to parallel composition 
and series composition in connection with network flow problems. 
max 2 CiXi+ 2 d jy j ,  
teP jeQ 
s.t. ]~ xi<bl(S) VSe2 p, (8) 
t~-S 
Yj<b2(T) VT62 Q, 
j ET  
xi, yj~ O, integer. 
max 
s.t. 
E (c~+ dj)z~j, 
i~P.jEQ 
zij<<-bl(S) VSe2 P, (9) 
tES, JEQ 
Zij<-b2(T) VTE2 Q, 
Je T,i~P 
z6~ I*, 
leP, JCQ 
z~ 0, integer. 
Lemma 2. Greedy is valid for (8), if greedy is valid for (5) and (6). 
Proof. Greedy solution (x*, y *) of (8) induces greedy solutions x* for (5) and y * for 
(6). Now assume that there exists a better solution (x, y) for (8) than (x*, y*). Then 
C * r,,E,, ci&> ~,Ep ixi or ~jE(~ djyj> S,j,¢ djy; which contradicts to the fact that 
x* and y* are greedy solutions at (5) and (6) respectively. U 
Lemma 3. Greedy is valid for (9), if greedy is valid for (5) and (6) with ~,,E px, <_ t 
and ~,,EQYi<t for all t<_t*. 
Proof. Substitute 
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x/= E z/t, yj= E z/j. 
j eQ  iEP 
For the objective function of (9) we get 
Thus (9) may be 
max 
E 
i~P , j~Q 
(c/+aAz/i= E E c,z/j+ 
i~P jEQ 
= E ~ E z/i+ 
i¢P  j¢Q 
= E CiXi + 
i¢P  
(lO) 
E Ea~z,j 
J eQ ieP  
E dj g zij 
j eQ  i6P 
E dsYj. 
j eQ  
(11) 
written 
E cixi+ E djyj, 
teP  jEQ 
s.t. ~ xi~bl(S ) VSe2 p, (12) 
E Xi~t, 
iEP 
E yj_<O2(r) vre2e, 
j~T 
~ Yi <-t, 
)eQ 
x/, yj_> 0, integer. 
Without loss of generality we assume that Ci>Ci+ I for i= 1 ... . .  r -  1, dj>dj+ 1 for 
j = 1 ... . .  s -  1 and that cij:= c i + dj are pairwise distinct. These assumptions are not 
essential for the proof. However, due to the fact that now the greedy solutions are 
unique the description of the proof is much easier. 
For every solution of (12) with Y.,~v~i= Y.j~Qyj=t we can find a solution 
satisfying (10) by applying Algorithm 2. Note that Algorithm 2 is the greedy 
algorithm applied to 10. 
Algorithm 2 
1. i := l ; j := l ;  
2. While i<_r and j_<s do 
Begin 
3. if xi<Yj then Begin 
4. z/j : =x/; 
5. i := i+1;  
6. yj: =Yi-Xi 
End 
7. Else if x/>yj  then Begin 
8. z//: =yj;  
9. j :  = j+ 1; 
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10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
End 
xi: =x i -Y j  
End 
Else if xi =Yj then Begin 
zij : = xi ; 
i: = i+ 1; j :  = j+ 1 
End 
Furthermore because of (11) the value of the objective functions for ~ and .~, p 
are identical. 
Denote by x*, y*  the greedy solution of (12). x*, y* solves (12) optimally and we 
have S,;~pxi*= ~,j~Qyj*. Let z* be the corresponding solution for (9) that is ob- 
tained by solving the transportation problem (10) with Algorithm 2. Then this 
solution is optimal for (9) because if there was a better solution for (9) we would 
have had a better solution for (12) using the substitution (10). 
All we still have to show is that z* is the solution that the greedy algorithm applied 
to (9) provides. Let ~, be the greedy solution of (9). We have to show ~ = z *. We show 
this inductively along the construction of z* by Algorithm 2. 
* - for all i= 1 ... . .  i 0, j=  1 .... J0. The next index pair is either Assume that zi./= zij 
( i0+l, j0),  ( i0,J0+l) or ( i0+l , j0+ 1). For brevity we only consider the case 
(io, Jo+ 1). Assume that ~i,,j,,+~*z*,o:o 4 ~• Then Zioj o -  4- 1 > Zioj O* 4 1 because otherwise ~. 
was not constructed by greedy. Now one of the variables x*,,, or Y-/0+ l is going to be 
saturated. 
Case 1 : yj*÷ l is being saturated. Then we have 
* : z*  < ~ Zi =~io+1" YJo + 1 toj o 4 1 < Zio j  o + I - -  Jo ÷ I 
iE P 
This is a contradiction to the fact that y* is a greedy solution for (12). 
* * due to Case 2: X*,o is being saturated. Then we have x*=,o ~"f~l Zioj'~ ZioJo~ ]
Algorithm 2 and 
Jo r Jo 
x,,, E E X * - = Zi o "q- Z io j  o ~- 1 • 
J : l  J=j0+ I J - I  
Thus xi*<Xio - a similar contradiction. "l 
If we apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to the optimal flow problem for series-parallel graphs 
we get 
Theorem 1. The greedy algorithm solves the optimal f lo w problem for  series-parallel 
graphs. 
Proof. It is evident hat greedy is correct for a single edge. Inductively this property 
is preserved by either parallel or series compositions due to Lemmas 2 and 3. 
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The following theorem which can be proved in an analogous manner as a 
corresponding theorem in Bein, Brucker and Tamir [2] shows that series-parallel 
graphs are the most general class for which greedy is valid. 
Theorem 2. G is a series-parallel graph if and only if for every set of nonnegative 
costs c e and nonnegative integer capacities be greedy solves the optimal flow 
problem. 
The greedy algorithm for series-parallel graphs can be implemented in such a way 
that its complexity is O( I VI E) as was shown in [2]. However the proof of Theorem 
l gives rise to a different algorithm with computational advantages. First the 
optimal solutions are computed for all leaves of the decomposition tree T, i.e., the 
single edges of the series-parallel graph. We do this by just filling them to their 
capacity. Then let T~ and T 2 be two subtrees of T with common father o. Assume 
that optimal solutions x, y have already been computed for the corresponding 
subgraphs Gl and G2. If o is a P-node, then we get an optimal solution to the 
composed graph by just merging x and y according their c-values. 
In the case of an S-node all we have to do is to solve the transportation problem 
(10) in a greedy manner. 
In detail this algorithm is described in [21. While this approach along the 
decomposition tree still has complexity O([ V[ 2) for series-parallel graphs, for trees 
an implementation with O([ V[ log IV[) complexity is possible by the use of merge- 
able heaps (see [5]). 
For the even more special class of problems with nested constraints a linear time 
algorithm is possible (see [4]). 
3. Polymatroidal aspects 
The feasible set of (4) is called a polymatroid if the set function b:2 R~ ~ has the 
following properties: 
(i) b(0)>__0 (b is nonnegative). 
(ii) SC TcB implies b(S)<b(T) (b is nondecreasing). (13) 
(iii) S, TCB implies b(S)+b(T)>b(SNT)+b(SUT) (b is submodular). 
Furthermore it is well known (see e.g. [6], [9]) that the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 3. The greedy algorithm solves (4) correctly for arbitrary non-negative 
costs ci if and only if the feasible region F of  (4) is a polymatroid. 
However, this does not imply that the set of feasible solutions in (3) for series- 
parallel graphs is a polymatroid. The reason is that the vector (cp) in (3) is of the 
special form 
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(cp) =A(c e) (14) 
where A is the path-arc incidence matrix of the graph and thus it is not necessary 
that for each (cp) there is a solution (Ce) of (14). An example for such a situation 
is given below: 
Example. Consider the graphs of Figs. 3 and 4 where all capacities are 1. The graph 
of Fig. 3 is series-parallel. For the graph of Fig. 4 greedy fails to generate an optimal 
solution if applied to the path costs induced by the edge costs given. However, the 
set of feasible solutions is identical for both graphs. 
That the set of feasible solutions in (3) for the graph in Fig. 3 is not a polymatroid 
may be also derived from the fact that Pl +P2={el,e2} +{e3,e4} is a basis, but 
P3 = {e3,ez} cannot be augmented from pj +P2- 
e I e 2 
e 3 e 4 
2 
2 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
For trees, however, (14) can be solved for an arbitrary vector (cp). Thus the set 
of feasible solutions in (3) for a tree is a polymatroid. 
4. Concluding remarks 
Our concept demonstrates that not only the set of feasible solutions determines 
whether greedy is valid or not but also the structure of the objective function is of 
importance. 
This result is in line with different concepts of Barnes and Hof fman [1] and 
Gilmore and Gomory [7] who have identified various objective functions for which 
greedy is optimal in bipartite flow problems. 
Note that we used these ideas in Algorithm 2. 
It seems that the interrelation between objective function and the set of feasible 
solution is well worth for further investigation. 
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